SCLM Teleconference Meeting Via Zoom 9/24/19  12:30 p.m. CST

Present
The Rev. Dr. Paul Fromberg, Ms. Jessica Nelson, Mr. Joshua Floberg, The Rev. Canon Robert Hino, The Rev. Canon Dr. Jim Turrell, Dr. Michael Boney, the Rev. Dr. Juan MC Oliver, Mr. Mark Childers, Mr. John Robert, Mrs. Ellen Johnston, The Rev. Susan Anslow Williams, Mr. Ellis Montes, The Rev. Deacon Stannard Baker

Absent

Chaplain Mark Childers opened the meeting with prayer at 12:32 CST.

Chair Paul Fromberg began the meeting bidding additions to the agenda/checkins.

Review of commitments from last meeting –

BOS – Jim Turrell reports that they did not have an opportunity for a ZOOM meeting.

BCP – Mark Childers’ article re: SCLM relationship with TFLPBR is still in progress.

Ellis reports that a Facebook page for the SCLM is still in development.

Paul thanked the group for their work while he was on sabbatical.

Paul reports that the SCLM webpage has been handed back to us from Canticle Communications and is working to get login credentials.

Paul further indicates that Michael Barlow has asked Clayton Crawley from Church Publishing to join us in Atlanta and on ZOOM meetings moving forward.

Paul has accepted an invitation to convene a panel for CEEP conference in Louisville in February 2020 and asks for folks to consider participating.

Paul has discussed with Deon Johnson from TFLPBR re: not duplicating work, particularly in regard to D046. We’re still seeking clarity on the relationship between SCLM and TFLPBR and hope to make progress on that in a substantive way.

BOS – Jim reports that they’ve considered rogationtide liturgies that they received. Martha is continuing work on church planting liturgies. Way of the Cross liturgy is currently being revised. Reconsidering work on Way of Light in light of the GC office’s update that the enacting resolution as concurred, but not referred.

LFF – Susan reports that research continues on individuals/groups of proposed additions to calendars. Will report further in Atlanta.
BCP – Stan reports that alternative versions of prayer C should be available a week before the meeting in Atlanta. Josh has been working on reviewing new digital releases from CPG.

Translation – Juan reports that the initial Spanish translator is unable to complete the work. He asks if we are compelled to translate only what is in the English BCP, or is it permissible to add to the translated book? Is this a question for General Convention? Because we translate employing tenets of dynamic equivalency rather than literal translation, how do we negotiate inclusive language issues, particularly masculine and feminine nouns and other gender-related issues? Finally, Juan reports that he and the custodian of the Brazilian prayerbook have started a webpage with academic articles on liturgy.

Policy/Evaluation – Ellen reports that Dan Fortune with the Association of Anglican Musicians has suggestions to improve survey questions and hopes to have a publication date soon. Re: evaluation of inclusive language liturgies – they’ll be posted on the Extranet with the intention that they be shared via SCLM members’ professional circles and come back in the spring with a mechanism for evaluation.

Creation of agenda for Atlanta meeting – a short list of priorities (not exhaustive)
- Praying proposed texts out loud as a group,
- Clarifying subcommittee work for the next triennium, (do we need extra consultants, etc.?),
- Beginning blue book report (Due Dec. 1, 2020),
- Clarification surrounding sanctoral calendar – canonical status, what it means to be remembered via the sanctoral calendar,
- Clarification on work re: BCP – how is it impacted by the TFLPBR?,
- Does the SCLM want to present resolutions to GC?

Next Meeting: October 22 – 25 in Atlanta

Chaplain Ellis Montes closed the meeting with prayer at 1:30 CST.